
Babes
B-dul Magheru 29
Tel: 210 44 71/               0721 169 199       
Babes is an in-your-face, American-style strip club with buxom babes pole dancing to good, loud music for an audience that takes its stripping 
seriously. Open 21:30-05:00.

 Cindy
Str. Mircea Vulcanescu 47
Tel: 315 39 33/               0722 23 73 96       
Fax: 315 39 33
If it's fit young Romanian girls dancing the night away on your midriff you're after, then look no further. Every girl employed here is a cracker, and 
some of them will join you for a game of pool, naked. Very nice. You will spend a fortune however, as this place is very expensive. Open 20:30-
05:00.
 

Interdit
Str. Nastase Pamfil 30
Tel:               0722 635 536       
Lovely girls, and, for once, relatively reasonable prices. All the usual services on offer, including private strip shows in private rooms. Open 21:30-
05:00.
 

Leonardo
B-dul A.I. Cuza 62
Tel: 222 65 24
Quite possibly the best place around. Every girl an Amazonian stunner, a no-pressure atmosphere, and comfortable rooms upstairs for more 
intimate moments. Expensive though. Open: 22:30-05:00
 

Maxim
Str. Vasile Lascar 78A
Tel: 211 83 04
More a decadent cabaret than an out and out strip joint, but you'll still be able to watch girls in clothes-off scenarios. Open 21:00 - 05:00.
 

Orient Club
Str.Vasile Lascar 98
Tel: 0722 738 009/               0723 157 525       
A warren of a strip club offering a whole load of nooks and crannies where you can nip off to chat to the lovely girls about their job descriptions 
in privacy - “So, what else does an exotic dancer do... and how much does it cost...?” - before popping back to enjoy some more of the dancing. 
Open 22:00-05:00.
 

Pink Club
Str. Ion Brezoianu 19
Tel:               0723 64 24 85       
Very nice indeed. Bright central location, some of the loveliest girls in Bucharest, and a sense of having a good time. What more could you want? 
Open 21:00-05:00.
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